
INDUSTRIA PERFORMANCE TEAM INFORMATION
Hi there! 

Thank you for your interest in our performance teams for 2023. 

This is a really exciting time as we create our first offical performance teams at Industria! We are looking for 
students who are dedicated, open to direction and are ready for an extension in dance and vocals. 

If you don’t make it into our teams this time around please don’t be disheartened. We are willing to offer 
individual feedback as to how students can improve for future auditions. 

Please ensure you read the entirety of this document so as to fully understand the commitment required for 
performance team members. 

Kind Regards, 
Tayah 

——————————————————————


What is involved? 
- An additional class per week.

- Performances.

- Competitions - primarily as a performance opportunity and not for competitive reasons.


——————————————————————


What is required? 
1. Audition - more information on page 2.


2. Performance team classes will be used to create new items and prepare for performances. 
Their focus is not technique and foundational training. Therefore, students who are successful 
in their audition must do the following classes at Industria;

• Jazz

• Vocals

• Ballet


3. Commitment to all classes and performances. Students should only be absent from 
performance team classes due to illness or a family emergency.


4. Successful auditionees will be expected to sign a contract outlining commitment and 
expectations.


——————————————————————


What are the costs involved? 
- $270 a term.

- Performance Team Tracksuit (price TBC)

- Competition entry fees (averages $25 per competition).

- Additional costumes (we will endeavour to keep this cost to a minimum).


——————————————————————


When are the classes? 
Performance team classes will be once a week for 1.5 hours on either a Tuesday or Wednesday 
afternoon, depending on the team.




INDUSTRIA PERFORMANCE TEAM INFORMATION
Audition Information 

Sunday 5th February 
12:30pm-2pm (Ages 11+) 

2pm-3:30pm (Ages 7-10) 

Auditions will be conducted by Industria teachers. We understand auditions can be nerve-racking 
but encourage students to enjoy the process and use it as an opportunity to learn and grow!


There will be two components to the audition:

1. DANCE

Auditionees will be taught a short dance combination to be performed in groups.


2.   VOCALS

Each auditionee is to prepare approximately 1 minute of a song of their choosing. A verse and 
chorus is suitable. Please bring your backing track (many can be found on Youtube) on a device 
or alternatively email the link to industriapa@iinet.net.au prior to the 5th of Feb.

mailto:industriapa@iinet.net.au

